A range of spaces support all of the different types of work people do throughout the day—providing places to collaborate, focus, learn, socialize, and rejuvenate.

The best workplaces support the activities of the team while nurturing the needs of individuals.
Place matters because work matters.
The work we do brings meaning and purpose to our lives.

The people we work with matter, too. They are:
Our community.
Our source of inspiration and encouragement.
Our partners in learning and innovation.
Our reminder that what we do makes a difference.

The places where we work matter more than ever.
They need to help us work better together.
They need to help us collaborate better, concentrate better, create better, experiment better, learn better.

Place matters because people matter.
The places where we come together need to care for the physical, cognitive and emotional well-being of people.
They need to provide us choice and control over where and how we work. They need to respect and reflect who we are as individuals, teams and organizations.
They need to be places that make us proud of who we are, what we do and how we work.

Love How You Work.

Space is the body language of your organization. It expresses your brand and culture to your customers and your people. It conveys who you are and what you value.

We can help you create a great employee experience where people thrive and ideas flourish. We’re here to help you with fresh new looks to reimagine your office.

Optimistic Bold Spontaneous Fresh
Provocative Confident Sophisticated Opulent
Welcoming Warm Tranquil Honest

Inspiration + Expression
Inspiration + Expression

Optimistic
Bold
Spontaneous
Fresh
Culture at Work.

Use custom design elements to express brand and culture throughout your workplace.
Empower team members to find a destination for work without staying in one position: height-adjustable benches keep people active throughout the day.

Steelcase Ology Height-Adjustable Bench
Steelcase Think Chairs
Steelcase dash Lights
Steelcase Universal Screens
Create a vibe in your space with customizable pod panels and furniture. Easily move and rearrange to meet changing needs.

Above
SnapCab Pod S
Coalesse Lox Stool
Steelcase Elective Elements Shelf

Left
SnapCab Pod M
Turnstone Bivi Rumble Seat
Coalesse Free Stand Table
Turnstone Campfire Pouf
Built for teamwork, mobile technology facilitates active collaboration anywhere.

- Microsoft Surface Hub 2S
- Steelcase Roam Mobile Stand
- Steelcase Umami Lounge System
- Bolia Mix Coffee Table
- Blu Dot Bumper Ottomans
Above
Steelcase Answer Beam
Steelcase High Density Storage
Steelcase Ology Height-Adjustable Desks
Steelcase Gesture Chairs
Steelcase CF Series Flat Panel Arms

Right
Steelcase High Density Storage
Steelcase SOTO Worktools
Steelcase IRYS Pod
Steelcase Mackinac Collaborative Surface
Steelcase SILQ Stools
Designtex Casper Cloaking Technology

Coalesse Millbrae Lifestyle Sofa
Coalesse Oculus Chair CH468
Steelcase B-Free Cubes
Turnstone Bassline Table
Steelcase V.I.A. Walls
Steelcase V.I.A. Walls
Steelcase RoomWizard Scheduling System
Steelcase Elective Elements Desk
Steelcase Think Chair
Turnstone Campfire Lounge
Coalesse Lagunitas Personal Tables
Make Your Mark.

Showcase your individuality by choosing from a wide range of colors and materials, including custom options on a wide range of products.

Turnstone Bivi Desk with Rumble Seat
Steelcase Series 1 Chair
Turnstone Bassline Table
Balance the desire for openness with spaces for solitude and focused work, allowing individuals to get into flow free from distractions.
Optimistic / Bold / Spontaneous / Fresh

Inspiration + Expression

Turnstone Campfire Lounge System
Coalesse Enea Altzo43 Chairs
Coalesse Montara650 Tables
Encourage innovative thinking in a maker commons. Use materiality in fresh, new ways to express a dynamic brand.

Steelcase Bi-Free Lounge System
Microsoft Surface Hub
FLOS Arco Floor Lamp
Turnstone Campfire Slim Table
Coalesse Enea Café Wood Stools
PolyVision Frameless Flow Chalkboard
Small breakout spaces give teams communal and comfortable areas to gather.

Above
Coalesse LessThanFive Chairs
Coalesse SW_1 Table

Left
Steelcase B-Free Lounge System
Coalesse Massaud Work Lounge
Steelcase Groupwork Round Table
Coalesse LessThanFive Chair
FLOS Arm Pendant

Right
Steelcase media:scape Lounge
Personalize the configuration, color and materiality of a workspace to help people feel comfortable, valued and at home, even when they’re at work.

Steelcase Mackinac Desk System
Steelcase Umami Lounge System
Steelcase Gesture Chair

Optimistic / Bold / Spontaneous / Fresh
Inspiration + Expression

Provocative
Confident
Sophisticated
Opulent
Emotional Connection.

Above
Coalesse Massaud Work Lounge
Turnstone Alight Ottoman
Coalesse LessThanFive Chair

Left
Coalesse Potrero415 Table
Coalesse Montara650 Stools
Promote authentic connections and community-building with a variety of seating, warm lighting, small-scale tables, accessories and natural elements.

Blu Dot Couchoid Sofa
FLOS Glo Ball Lights
Viccarbe Burin Mini Tables
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Soleil Cocktail Table
Blu Dot Hecks Ottomans
Viccarbe Ace Chair
Mix functionality with sophisticated restraint in a private office setting. Natural woods and clean lines combine to create space for storage, independent work and collaboration.
Above
Steelcase Answer Fence
Steelcase Umami Lounge System
Turnstone Jenny Chair
Turnstone Bassline Table

Right
Steelcase Answer Fence
Steelcase Migration SE Height-Adjustable Desks
Steelcase Sarto Screens
Steelcase Series 1 Chairs
SnapCab Pod S
Inspiration + Expression

Orangebox Air3 Pod
West Elm Work Slope Lounge Chairs
Coalesse Free Stand Table
Bolia Mix Coffee Table
Coalesse Montara650 Table
Coalesse Enea Lotus Stools

Provocative / Confident / Sophisticated / Opulent
Statement lighting, comfortable seating and accessible power for personal devices create a welcoming space to relax and connect with co-workers.

Steelcase Umami Lounge System
Steelcase Groupwork Coffee Table
Blu Dot Clutch Lounge Chairs
Blu Dot Hecks Ottoman
Inspiration + Expression

Steelcase Answer Panel
Turnstone Campfire Big Table
Steelcase Think Stools

Steelcase FrameOne Bench
Steelcase Amia Air Chairs
Coalesse Davos Bench
Blu Dot Bopper Pendants

Provocative / Confident / Sophisticated / Opulent
Inspiration + Expression

Orangebox Away from the Desk
Turnstone Alight Ottomans
Steelcase Verlay Table
Steelcase Node Chairs
FLOS Smithfield Pendant

Provocative / Confident / Sophisticated / Opulent
Shared Thinking.

Facilitate discussion, information sharing and team decisions at this kitchen table-style setting.
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Kennedy Sofa
Turnstone Campfire Personal Table
FLOS IC Floor Lamps
Viccarbe Penta Chair
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Major Chair
A café space invites spontaneous collaboration and offers an energized place for individual work.

Steelcase Regard Lounge System
Coalesse EMU Lyze Chairs
Viccarbe Season Mini

Steelcase Nooi Chair
Turnstone Shortcut Wood Chair
Blu Dot Clutch Chair

Steelcase LessThanFive Chair
Bolia Beaver Chair
West Elm Work Slope Chair
Inspiration + Expression

Turnstone Clipper Screen
Coalesse Hosu Lounge
Turnstone Campfire Footrest
Coalesse Await Table
FLOS Tab Floor Lamp

Provocative / Confident / Sophisticated / Opulent

Coalesse Massaud Work Lounge
Steelcase B-Free Beam
Viccarbe Ace Chair
Coalesse EMU Terramare Coffee Tables
Welcome guests to gather, socialize and connect in an eclectic lounge area.

Bolia Soul Chair
Blu Dot Cleon Sectional Sofa
Bolia Mix Coffee Table

Coalesse Montara650 Lounge Chair
Coalesse Montara650 Rocker
Blu Dot Clutch Lounge Chair
Inspiration + Expression

Welcoming
Warm
Tranquil
Honest
New ways of working require new ways of thinking. Creative spaces inspire innovation.

Creative Spark.

Left
Steelcase Ology Height-Adjustable Desk
Steelcase CF Series Flat Panel Monitor Arm
Steelcase SILQ Chair

Above
Coalesse SW_1 Table
Coalesse Massaud Conference Chairs
People working in teams innovate faster, achieve better results and report higher job satisfaction.
Inspiration + Expression

Coalesse Sistema Lounge System
Coalesse Montara650 Lounge Chairs
Coalesse CH008 Coffee Table
Coalesse Arzu Condensation Rug
West Elm Work Greenpoint Bench
Steelcase Think Chairs
Inspiration + Expression

Welcoming / Warm / Tranquil / honest

Steelcase Privacy Wall
Steelcase Verlay Table
Steelcase SILQ Chairs
Coalesse Circa Bench
Inspiration + Expression

Steelcase Mackinac Desk System
Steelcase SILQ Chair
Vicoqua Ace Chair
Vicoqua Shape Table
FLOS IC Pendant

Welcoming / Warm / Tranquil / Honest

Steelcase Elective Elements Desk System
Steelcase Gesture Chair
Coalesse LessThanFive Chair
Inspiration + Expression

Welcoming / Warm / Tranquil / Honest

Steelcase Verlay Tables
Viccarbe Maarten Chairs
Viccarbe Aleta Chairs
Inspiration + Expression
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Steelcase cobi Chairs
Turnstone Bivi Desk

Coalesse Circa Lounge System
Viccarbe Aleta Chairs
Coalesse Montara650 Coffee Table
Coalesse Lagunitas Personal Table
FLOS IC Pendants

Welcoming / Warm / Tranquil / Honest
Elements of nature provide inspiration for colors, patterns, materials and light that enhance creativity and wellbeing in the workplace.
Biophilic elements can offer powerful benefits, such as increased focus, lower stress, greater creativity and imagination.
Welcoming, tranquil spaces provide time to think and be alone without disruptions, helping people be more creative.

Above
West Elm Work Greenpoint Private Office
West Elm Work Sterling Chair
West Elm Work Slope Lounge Chair

Right
Steelcase Brody WorkLounge
Steelcase Brody Desk
Steelcase Series 1 Chair
Inspiration + Expression

- Coalesse Lagunitas Lounge System
- Coalesse EMU Heaven Pouf
- Turnstone Bassline Table
- Viccarbe Ace Chair
- Viccarbe Burin Mini Table
Supporting wellbeing helps people be healthier, more productive and more engaged. Flexible, breathable seating encourages healthy movement and postures throughout the day.

Turnstone Bivi Bench
Steelcase Amia Air Chairs
Steelcase TS Series Mini Lockers
FLOS IC Pendants
Steelcase Ology Height-Adjustable Bench
Steelcase Leap Chairs
West Elm Work Lucas Wire Chairs
Coalesse CH008 Coffee Table
Bolia Philippa Sofa

Inspiration + Expression
Welcoming / Warm / Tranquil / Honest
Coalesse Lagunitas Lounge System
Steelcase B-Free Small Cubes
Moooi Perch Linear Chandelier
Our family of brands, along with our partners, offers a full range of thoughtfully-designed furnishings for the office. The following pages highlight a sample of our broad portfolio.
Now it’s easier than ever to bring your vision to life. Get inspired with dozens of future-forward, unique and leading brands from all over the world, all in one place. Save time, collaborate effortlessly and place orders all with one click.

**Discover**
Search, save and spec over 50+ new and known brands all in one place.

**Create**
Save time on even the most complex projects with streamlined project tools.

**Collaborate**
Share, get quotes and keep your project moving with clients and dealer partners.

Get started at steelcase.com/marketplace
Office Chairs

Steelcase®
Gesture®
01 Shell Back / 02 Wrap Back / 03 Headrest / 04 Stool
Collaborative Chairs

Steelcase
SILQ™
01 Armless / 02 Task Height / 03 Stool

Coalesse
Bindu®

Turnstone®
Buoy®

Steelcase
cobi®

Orangebox®
Hay

Coalesse
Massaud Conference

Steelcase
Node®

Steelcase
QiVi®

Orangebox
Ramsey

Turnstone
Shortcut®

Orangebox
Skinner

Coalesse
SW 1 Conference

AMD
TIZU™ Work
Guest Chairs

- Viccarbe®
  - Aleta
- Bola®
  - Beaver
- Coalesse
  - Bindu
- Blu Dot®
  - Buddy
- Viccarbe
  - Maarten
- Steelcase
  - Max-Stacker®
- Steelcase
  - Move™
- Blu Dot
  - Racer
- Bolia
  - C3
- Blu Dot
  - Clutch
- Coalesse
  - Embrace CHE015
- Coalesse
  - Enea™ Altzo943
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Remy
- Turnstone
  - Shortcut
- Steelcase
  - West Elm® Work Clove
- Steelcase
  - West Elm Work Pebble
- Coalesse
  - Enea Loftus™
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Gage
- Bola
  - HUG
- Coalesse
  - LessThanFive®
- Steelcase
  - West Elm Work Slope
- Steelcase
  - West Elm Work Sterling
- Coalesse
  - Wishbone™ CH24
- Coalesse
  - Wrapp™
Seating Collections

Coalesse
Montara650®
01 Sled-Base Chair / 02 Lounge / 03 Stool / 04 3/4 Upholstered Chair / 05 Rocker

Steelcase
Nooi™ by Wiesner-Hager
01 Café Chair / 02 Frame-Linking Chair with Upholstered Seat / 03 Café Height Stool / 04 Frame-Linking Stacked Chairs
Lounge

- Viccarbe
  - Ace
- Orangebox
  - Aspect
  - Avi
  - Away from the Desk
- Orangebox
- Steelcase
- Turnstone
  - Bivi® Rumble Seat
- Coalesse
  - Blix™
- Blu Dot
  - Bloke
- Blu Dot
  - Cat’s Pajamas
- Coalesse
  - Circa™
- Blu Dot
  - Cleon
- Blu Dot
  - Cloud
- Steelcase
  - B-Free® Lounge
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Cooper
- Coalesse
  - Davos™
- Blu Dot
  - Field
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Fleming
- Bolia
  - Carmen
- Bolia
  - Carmen
- Bolia
  - Fuuga
- Bolia
  - Gaia
- Bolia
  - Hannah
Lounge Collection

01 Bench
02 2-Seat Lounge
03 Personal Table
04 Screen
05 Work Tables
06 Lounge

Coalesse
Lagunitas®
01 Bench / 02 2-Seat Lounge / 03 Personal Table / 04 Screen / 05 Work Tables / 06 Lounge
Lounge

Turnstone
Campfire®
01 Lounge System / 02 Half Lounge / 03 Big Lounge

Steelcase
Umami®
01 Chair / 02 Platform / 03 Lounge

Coalesse
Together™ Bench

Orangebox
Track-B

Orangebox
Vale

Coalesse
Visalia™

Steelcase
West Elm Work Belle

Steelcase
West Elm Work Conover Plinth

Steelcase
West Elm Work James Harrison

Steelcase
West Elm Work Lucas

Steelcase
West Elm Work Mesa

Steelcase
West Elm Work Metal Frame

Steelcase
West Elm Work Rounded Retro

Coalesse
Wing™ CH445
Lounge Collections

Steelmade
West Elm Work Boardwalk
01 Cushions / 02 Platforms / 03 Lounge Setting

Steelmade
West Elm Work Brighton
01 Lounge Setting / 02 Frame-Linking Sofa and Chair
Desk Systems

- **01** Private Desk
- **02** Private Desk with Return and Modesty Panel
- **03** Bench
- **04** Filing Credenza
- **05** Storage Bookshelf

Steelcase
West Elm Work Greenpoint
- **01** Private Desk / **02** Private Desk with Return and Modesty Panel / **03** Bench / **04** Filing Credenza / **05** Storage Bookshelf
Desk Systems

Steelcase
Answer®
01 Beam / 02 Fence / 03 Panel
Height-Adjustable Desks + Benches

Steelcase Migration™ SE Desk

Steelcase Airtouch® Desk

Steelcase Elective Elements Desk

Steelcase Flex Desk

Steelcase Mackinac Bench

Steelcase Migration Desk

Steelcase Migration SE Bench

Steelcase Ology Desk

Steelcase Wallstation
Storage

- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Allure Media Console

- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Avalon Storage Console

- Turnstone
  - Bassline™ Storage

- Turnstone
  - Bivi Depot

- Coalesse
  - Exponents Moby

- Blu Dot
  - Filing Cabinets

- Steelcase
  - Flex Team Cart

- Steelcase
  - FlexFrame®

- Turnstone
  - Bivi Trunk

- Turnstone
  - Campfire Mobile Cabinet

- Steelcase
  - Currency Storage

- Blu Dot
  - Dang Drawer Consoles

- Blu Dot
  - Dang File Pedestal

- Coalesse
  - Denizen® Storage Tower

- Steelcase
  - Elective Elements Storage

- Coalesse
  - Exponents™ Credenza

- Steelcase
  - SOTO™ Personal Console

- Steelcase
  - Tour Pile File

- Bolia
  - Floow Sideboard Storage

- Steelcase
  - High Density Storage

- Steelcase
  - FlexFrame®

- Steelcase
  - Universal Laminate Storage

- Steelcase
  - Universal Steel Storage

- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Vienna Bookcases
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Screens

Steelcase
Berto Privacy/Modesty Screen

Steelcase
Flex Freestanding Screen

Steelcase
Universal

Steelcase
Sarto Privacy/Modesty Screen

Steelcase
SOTO Functional Screen

Steelcase
Flex Acoustic Boundary

Steelcase
Flex Curved Screen

Turnstone
Bivi Freestanding Screen

Turnstone
Campfire Screen

Turnstone
Divisio®

Turnstone
Clipper™ Freestanding Screen

Steelcase
Flex Freestanding Screen

Steelcase
Divisio®
Collaboration + Conference Tables

- Coalesse Au Lait®
- Steelcase B-Free High Table
- Coalesse Ballet®
- Turnstone Bivi Team Table
- Steelcase Groupwork®
- Steelcase Groupwork Flip-Top
- Coalesse Host™
- Coalesse Lagunitas
- Turnstone Campfire Big Table
- Turnstone Campfire Slim Table
- Steelcase Convene®
- Coalesse Denizen
- Steelcase media:scape
- Coalesse Montara650
- Steelcase Payback
- Coalesse Reunion™
- Coalesse Dining Table CH327
- Coalesse E-Table 2®
- Steelcase Flex Table
- Steelcase FrameOne
- Steelcase ScapeSeries™
- Turnstone Simple Table
- Coalesse SW_1
- Steelcase Verbi®
Table Collections

**Coalesse**
*Potrero415 Round Table*

**01** Standing Height / **02** Seated Height

**Coalesse**
*Potrero415 Light Table*

**01** Standing Height / **02** Seated Height

**Steelcase**
*Verlay™*

**01** Seated Height / **02** Metal Legs / **03** Standing Height
Occasional Tables

- Turnstone Jenny
- Coalesse Lagunitas Personal
- Coalesse Millbrae
- Bola Mix
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Triomont
- Bola Tuk
- Blu Dot Turn
- Steelcase West Elm Work Horizon
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Modern Round
- Coalesse Montara650
- Coalesse Sebastopol™
- Turnstone Simple Table
- Steelcase West Elm Work Lily Pad
- Steelcase West Elm Work Maisie
- Steelcase West Elm Work Mesa
- Steelcase West Elm Work Nolan
- Blu Dot Sprout
- Blu Dot Strut
- Coalesse SW_1
- Blu Dot Swole
- Steelcase West Elm Work Stump
Outdoor Collection

Coalesse
EMU Terramare™
01 Lounge Chair / 02 2-Seat Lounge / 03 3-Seat Lounge

04 Coffee Table / 05 Coffee Table / 06 Coffee Table / 07 Rectangular Table / 08 Arm Chair
Outdoor Collection

01 Parasol Umbrella / 02 3-Seater Low / 03 8-Seater High / 04 Freestanding Table

Seating

Extenis
Captain’s Chair

Blu Dot
Dog Days

Coalesse
EMU Heaven

Coalesse
EMU Heaven Pouf

Coalesse
EMU Ivy

Coalesse
EMU Lyze

Coalesse
EMU Pattern

Coalesse
EMU Round

Blu Dot
Hot Mesh

Blu Dot
Perch

Extenis
Romeo + Juliet

Extenis
Tiki
**Tables**

- **Blu Dot**
  - Circula

- **Coalesse**
  - EMU Heaven

- **Coalesse**
  - EMU Ivy

- **Coalesse**
  - EMU Kira™

- **Coalesse**
  - EMU Lyze

- **Coalesse**
  - EMU Pattern

- **Coalesse**
  - EMU Round

- **Extremis**
  - Hopper

- **Extremis**
  - Picnik

- **Blu Dot**
  - Strut

**Accessories**

- **Coalesse**
  - EMU Heaven Vase

- **Extremis**
  - Inumbra

- **Extremis**
  - Sticks

- **Extremis**
  - Gargantua

- **Extremis**
  - Hopper
Walls + Pods

Products

Walls

Steelcase V.I.A.® Walls

Steelcase Lite Scale Glazing

Steelcase Privacy Wall

Pods

Orangebox Air³ Acoustic Pods Air-23

Orangebox Air³ Acoustic Pods Air-25

Orangebox Air³ Acoustic Pods Air-27

Steelcase IRY’S Pod

SnapCab™

Pods

01 Medium / 02 Small / 03 Large
**Organization Tools**

- Steelcase Flex Basket + Cup
- Steelcase Slatwall™ Assorted Worktools
- Steelcase SOTO Ergo Edge
- Steelcase SOTO Desk Pad
- Steelcase SOTO Monitor Bridge
- Steelcase SOTO Organization Boxes
- Steelcase SOTO Personal Hook
- Steelcase SOTO Rail
- Steelcase SOTO Shelf

**Whiteboards**

- Steelcase 110 Series
- Steelcase 555 Series
- PolyVision® a³® CeramicSteel Flow™
- PolyVision a³® CeramicSteel Mobile
- PolyVision® a³® CeramicSteel Motif™
- PolyVision® a³® CeramicSteel Sans™
- Steelcase Edge Series™
- Coalesse Exponents Whiteboard and Mobile Display
- Steelcase Flex Markerboards
- Steelcase Groupwork Mobile Markerboard
- Steelcase Huddleboard™
- Steelcase Verb Whiteboard
Collaboration

- Steelcase media:scape
- Steelcase Roam Mobile Stand
- Microsoft® Surface Hub 2S
- Steelcase Virtual PUCK™

Wayfinding + Scheduling

- Steelcase Find App
- Steelcase Live Map
- Steelcase RoomWizard®

Wellbeing

- Steelcase Rise App

Workplace Analytics

- Steelcase Workplace Advisor
**Lighting**

**Products**

### Desk Lamps
- Steelcase dash™
- FLOS® Kelvin Edge
- Steelcase LED Linear Desktop
- Steelcase LED Personal Task Light
- Steelcase LED Radial Desktop
- Steelcase LED Shelf Light
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Leland
- FLOS® Mini Kelvin
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams SOTO LED
- FLOS Tab
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Watts
- Steelcase West Elm Work Linear Wood LED Task Light

### Table Lamps
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Allaro
- FLOS Bon Jour
- FLOS Copycat
- FLOS Extra
- Blu Dot Note
- FLOS Spun
- Blu Dot SRR
- Blu Dot Stilt
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Moira
- FLOS IC
- FLOS KT/ibe
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Madison
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Marco
- Blu Dot Note
- FLOS Spun
- Blu Dot SRR
Floor Lamps

- FLOS Arco
- FLOS Campfire Big Lamp
- FLOS Glo-Ball
- FLOS IC
- FLOS KTribe
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Mya
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Savoy
- Blu Dot Still
- FLOS Tab
- FLOS Tatou

Pendants

- FLOS Aim
- FLOS Arrangements
- FLOS Chasen
- FLOS Fucsia 3
- Moooi Meshmatics
- Moooi Random
- FLOS OK
- FLOS Heracleum
- FLOS Savoy
- FLOS Ray
- FLOS Skygarden
- FLOS Smithfield
- FLOS String
### Products

#### Rugs
- Coalesse
  - Arzu Light
- Coalesse
  - Arzu Rust
- Bola
  - Bossa
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Dresher

#### Office Decor
- Blu Dot
  - 2D:3D Bowls
- Blu Dot
  - 2D:3D Collection
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Abstract 1 Wall Art
  - Aged Mirrors

- Moooi
  - Eden Queen
- Moooi
  - Indigo Macaque Red
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Lorenzo
  - Malmaison

- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Alpaca Pillows
- Blu Dot
  - Amos Coat Rack
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Array Bowl
  - Aston Mirror

- Coalesse
  - nanimarquina® Basket
- Coalesse
  - nanimarquina Mesh
- Coalesse
  - nanimarquina Patch
- Moooi
  - Scribble

- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Asymmetrical Bowl
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Blurred Ocean Wall Art
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Burled Bowl
- Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
  - Cast Iron and Silver Bowls
Office Decor

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Circle Wall Art

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Curved Gold Bowl

Blu Dot
Duck Duck Pillows

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Gradient Pillow

Blu Dot
Splash Coat Rack

Coalesse
Square Pillow

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Staccato Wall Sculpture

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Textured Lime Vases

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Legato Wall Sculpture

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Petal Ginger Jar

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Petal Vases

Viccarbe
Pillows

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Textured Silver Vase Wide

Viccarbe
Window Coat Rack & Umbrella Stand

Blu Dot
Touch Me

Boda
Trapeze Hook

Steelcase
West Elm Work Reactive Glaze Vases

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Willow Handmade Wall Hanging

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Rectangular Curved Bowl

Coalesse
Sagegreenlife Living Walls & Partitions

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Silver Array Dot Wall Art

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Silver Leaf Square Wall Art

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Textured Silver Vase Wide

Coalesse
Square Pillow

Steelcase
West Elm Work Reactive Glaze Vases
At Steelcase, we are passionate about understanding how work is changing and its impact on people. We are constantly exploring how the workplace can propel learning, innovation and growth.
Our Story

Since inventing the metal wastebasket in 1912 to prevent office fires, we’ve been driven to solve problems for people at work. It may seem like a simple idea now, but that’s what innovation is all about.

A lot has changed since then. But, one thing has remained the same. Together with our family of brands and partners, we continue to focus on innovation and helping people have a great experience at work.

We continue to focus on innovation and helping people have a great experience at work.
Makers

We design and make furnishings to improve the experience people have at work. Our heritage is all about creating thoughtfully-designed, well-crafted, sustainable products. We think about the details that delight people and actually help them perform better.

We do this by studying how people work to understand their challenges and develop innovative solutions that support them. We also create bespoke solutions right along with you to meet your unique needs and enhance your brand.

We study how people work to understand their challenges and develop innovative solutions that support them.

9 certified test labs around the world. We stand behind our products with an industry-leading warranty.

15 global manufacturing facilities

110,000+ companies served globally in the last five years.

50+ partners and 3,000+ products curated in a broad portfolio on Steelcase Marketplace. Discover, create and collaborate with ease, all in one place.

Who We Are
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We are constantly experimenting and prototyping to push the boundaries and solve for what’s possible at work.

We’re not afraid to try something new. We test ideas on ourselves—to make them better—before we create anything for you.

Material Innovations
To prevent scrap wood from going to waste, the Steelcase operations team saw an opportunity for a new material offering: planked veneer. Now, planked oak, cherry, maple and walnut veneers embrace the unique characteristics of wood sought by designers.

SILQ is a breakthrough in office seating design. The Steelcase Global Design Studio invented a new material and manufacturing process by pushing the boundaries of materials science.

1,800 global patents received since our first patent in 1914.
Listen designers + expression

Design thinking is in our DNA.
That means we observe, listen and learn from you to deeply understand your challenges. That leads us to not only solve the obvious problems people experience today, but also anticipate issues before they arise. Listening to you and working together is how we can help create a great experience for your employees.

Global Studies
We conduct global studies to understand how the needs of people at work are changing.

- Engagement and the Global Workplace
- Creativity, Work and the Physical Environment
- Steelcase Active Collaboration Study
- Ancillary Spaces

21 WorkSpace Futures researchers, strategists and workplace experts study the future of work globally.

35 global Applied Research Consultants help customers understand how their culture, processes and tools impact their workplace to support their company goals and aspirations.

1M+ data points collected by our space measurement tools. Analysis and insights reveal opportunities to improve how space performs.

Learners
We embrace curiosity because innovation begins with a really good question.
We believe it’s everyone’s job to teach and to learn. Learning happens everywhere—in hallways and cafés—not just in formal classrooms. To challenge our thinking and make ideas better, we welcome diverse points of view and cultivate relationships with all kinds of interesting people—our customers, partners and universities.

Research Network
We collaborate with an extensive research network of partners including MIT Media Lab, Copenhagen Institute for Futures Studies and Zukunftsinstitut.

2 global Learning + Innovation Centers

24 global WorkLife Centers

20 years as a TED partner, helping them create great experiences for forward-thinking speakers and attendees by designing and furnishing the places where TED events and learning happen.

To challenge our thinking and make ideas better, we welcome diverse points of view and cultivate relationships.
Global Partners

We are committed to bringing lasting value to our customers, employees, partners, communities and the environment. We're global partners who want to create meaningful change.

We work together with you and our dealer partners through every step of the process, taking care of every detail, so you don't have to. We help you create and maintain an engaging workplace that adapts as your organization evolves. Our services and capabilities provide the support you need whenever you need it.

800+ global authorized dealers
92,000+ global volunteer hours since 2015
100% of our global electricity use is matched by investments in renewable energy.

20+ third-party verified programs and certifications assure sustainability performance across operations, facilities, materials and products globally.

We are global partners who want to create meaningful change.
Steelcase Think® Chair in Light/Light color scheme with bases
SOTO™ Worktools in Standard Arctic White Finish;
and Kvadrat Divina 3-846; West Elm®
in Black Gloss 4144, Viccarbe Burin Mini Low Table in Orange
Coalesse® CH445 Wing™ Chair and CH446 Ottoman in
Coalesse Lagunitas®
Solid Beechwood 3861 Natural; Steelcase Thread in Black;
with top in Kvadrat Divina 3-846 and bottom in Kvadrat Pilot
in Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 3-636 (cube 1), with top in Gabriel
Montara650® Table with top in VB Lacquered White and
Reflex 779 and Kvadrat Divina MD 213; Coalesse
Flannel, Charcoal 3797-803 and Blue Stone 3797-401 with
angled and rectangular Steelcase Flex Screens in Brushed
Zebrano 3GGX with understructure cover in Charcoal PET
Dichroic Film (outside) and Casper™ Film (inside). Shown
with Steelcase IRYS® pod in Murano Oak and glass with
 Dichroc Film (outside) and Casper™ Film (inside). Shown
with Steelcase Mackinac® foundation with skin in Corian
Neural Concrete; Steelcase Mackinac Inlay in Zebrawood
3GX0 with understructure cover in Charcoal PET
and grommet in Lux Night 4824-20 Paint; Steelcase Paper Cup Monitor Stand with Standard Finish; Steelcase SILQ Stools with seat upholstery in Camila Blazer Hourglass Genomatix G2962, upper back shell in Merle
6527, lower back shell in Black Gloss 4144, boot in 6205 Black,
and base in 6205 Black (seat 1), and seat upholstery in Melina
Divina Melange 2 620, upper back shell in Merle 6527,
lower back shell in Black Gloss 4144, boot in 6205 Black,
and base in 6205 Black (seat 2).

Coalesse Milo™ Lifestyle Sofa (special contrast stitch) with upholstery in Garnet Leather Native Cherry
NAT016 and base in Midnight Brown 4193. Shown with Coalesse Oculux4™ CH458 in Designtex Buta Ekt
CF714/147; Steelcase Large B-Free Cube in Designtex Cube Score Red 386-381-391 (custom digitally printed fabric);
Steelcase Large B-Free Cube in Designtex Cubes 2029;
Turimstone® Basalt Table™ with top in Planked Oak 3861
and base in Lux Matte Copper 4B22; Steelcase V.I.A.™ with
panels in Designtex Brushed Flannel Charcoal 387-903,
steel skids in Merle 7360, back-painted glass in Merle and
frame in Merle.

Steelcase V.I.A.® with skins in Blush Maple 3242; Volcanic
Oak 3624 and Designtex Garnet Graphite 3468-810.
Shown with Steelcase Elective Elements Desk with top in
Dark Cereus Quartered Composite 32NZ and base in Black
0835; Steelcase Thin® Chair in Designtex Mohair Plus
Night 806 with plastic and base in Seagull 7245; Turimstone®
Campfire Lounge in Designtex Kani 3874-801; Blu Don'
Bumper Small Leather Ottoman in Camel with Blu Don Bumper
Ottoman Tray in Olive; Steelcase Elective Elements Shelf (Special) in Volcanic Oak 3642; Steelcase Thread™ in Merle 7360; Coalesse Lagunias
Personal Table with surface in Folkstone 2890 and in Graphite Gloss 4138; Steelcase RoomWizard with mounting bracket in
Platinum Metallic.

8 Coalesse® 1445 Wing™ Chair and CH446 Ottoman in
Designtex® custom digitally printed fabric. Shown with Coalesse 11” Table with custom Tenaz™ top and base
in Black Matte; Coalesse Sistemas Lounge in Kvadrat
Reflex 779 and Kvadrat Divina MD 213; Coalesse Montara650® Table with top in VL Aged Oak White
and base in Black Matte 4710; MooSo® Hacemeum
the Big E LED Chandelier in Copper.

9 EMU™ Terrarama Occasional Tables with tops in Stoneware Satuario White 35 (left) and Basaltina 34 (right) and frames in Indian Brown 4251 (left) and Antique Black 7224 (right). Shown with Viccarbe® Season 2 in Kvadrat Field 752; Turimstone® Campfire® Pouf in Bo Peep Gravel 5084; Microsoft® Surface Hub in Black; Coalesse Montara650 Stools in Kvadrat
Halligan 65-723 with bases in Obsidian 4820; Steelcase®
B-Free Large Cubes with top in Comfort 6410 and bottom
in Kvadrat Stelvio Tri 3-636 (cube 1), with top in Gabriel
Comfort 6410 and bottom in Kvadrat Plot 792 (cube 2),
with top in Kvadrat Divina 3-846 and bottom in Kvadrat
Plot 792 (cube 3); Turnstone Campfire Chair in Chili with legs in Solid Beachwood 3861 Natural; Coalesse Thread in Black;
Coalesse Lagunias® Table with top in Black 2746 and in
base in Black Gloss 4144, Viccarbe Buri Mini Low Table in
Orange RAL 2005; B-Free Small Cubes in Gabriel Comfort
6410 and Kvadrat Divina 3-844; West Elm® Floyd Round Coffee Table with legs in White.

Surface Materials + Finishes
Surface Materials + Finishes

42

Blu Dot Couchoid Sofa in Slate Leather; Viccarbe Ace Chair in Mocca 2020 Vinyl with base in Cogin and zip in Red; Blu Dot Hecks Ottoman in Thurmond Blush, Thurmond Marine, and Thurmond Chrome; Blu Dot Hecks Ottoman, Tray in Olive; Blu Dot Shift Shelving V1.0 in Ivory; Blu Dot Coco Table in Standard Finish; BluDot Dolly Rug in Lavender; Blu Dot Murl Rug in Standard Finish; FLOS Basic Glo Ball in Taccia Black; Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams® Stelli Cocktail Table in Standard Finish; Steelcase Umani Platform in Designtex Raspberries (3747-501) with top in Planked Oak Veneer 3P61, frame in Burnished Bronze 4B23, and Crocodile 4AYO paint; Lounge Height Steelcase Thread Portable Distribution in Merle 7360; Viccarbe Burin Mini Table in White RAL 9003 with handle in White; Viccarbe Burin Mini Table in Red RAL 3001.

43

West Elm Greenvale Private Office Desk with workforce in Thunder Walnut 37A2 and frame in Milk Paint 4242. Shown with West Elm Greenvale Credenza with case in Thunder Walnut 37A2 and base in Milk Paint 4242; West Elm Greenvale Modesty Panel with panel finish in Thunder Walnut 37A2 and brackets in Milk Paint 4242; Steelcase SLIQ chair in Burund Concrete 3880-801; Bola 3D Dining Chairs in London Sea Green and legs in Chaid Walnut; Blu Dot Hotel Rug in Navy/Black.

44

Steelcase Umani Lounge System with seat in Net Curtian 3899-401, side in Thunder in 37A2, and base in Black Glass 4144 and screen in Gamut Spruce 4368-490; Steelcase Sarto Curved Privacy Modesty Screens in Designtex Gamut Pool 304-403; Steelcase Answer Fonce in Fuxia 4B23 with Frosted Glass screens and brackets in Merle; Steelcase Series 1 Chairs in Kvarad Steelcut Trio 3-336 with frame in Black 6202; Turnstone Jenly™ Lounge Chair in Designtex Cloud Velvet Black Indigo 4144-403 and legs in Clear Maple; Steelcase Migrations® High Height Adjustable Desks with top in Faen Cypress 2TH2 (HPL), base in Black 7207 and foot with squared edge; Turnstone Baseline Table with top in Antartica 2972 and base in Black Glass 4144; Coalesse Enea Lottus Table in Black; West Elm Work Nolos Side Table in Antique Brass; SnapCab Pod in Blackened Steel Matte and Mouse; Coalesse Enea Lottus Stool in Honey 4069.

45

Orango® A+® Pod with external and internal panel finish-layer 1-3 (bottom) in Family 58, external and internal panel finish-layer 4 in Accot 60, external and internal panel finish-layer 5 (top) in Ebony 6001. Shown with West Elm Slope Lounge Chair in Saddle; Coalesse Freestand Personal Table with frame in Black Glass 4144 and tablet in Black, soft-touch 4433; Blue Mix Coffee Table with top in Black Marble and legs in Smoked Oak; Coalesse Montara®Table with base in Burnished Bronze 4B23 and top in Saddle Oak (HFL) 7TH4; Coalesse Enea Lottus Bar-Height Stools with i lad base in Saffron PP08-0428; Blu Dot Spot Splash Coat Rack in Olive.

50

Steelcase Umani in Designtex Melange 3492-805 Storm with Designtex Adler 3661-201 Daffodil as contrast framing/ right/left fabric, with frame/thinn in Fig 442S and table top in Storm Wenge 258/9 with base in Carbon Metal 7825; Turnstone Campfire Pool in Steelcase Bo Peep 5576 Bloom; Blu Dot Clutch Leather Lounge Chairs in Slate Grey Leather with a Walnut frame; Blu Dot Hecks Ottoman in Thurmond Lilac UP 1966.

52

Steelcase Answer Panels with skins in Designtex Brushed Fannel 3797-801 Light Grey, Anemith 4247; Saarinen Black Painted Glass and trim and top in Black 0835; Steelcase Answer Self Panel in Anemith 4247; Coalesse Davos™ Bench in Designtex Appleshed 2803-803 Cinder; Steelcase Think Stools in Designtex Draft 3703-801 Hellium with frame in Platinum Metallic 4799; Turnstone Campfire Big Table in Black Laminate 2746; Blu Dot D230 CD Coat Rack in Black.

53

Steelcase Amia Air Chairs in Retrieve Lilac with back in 3D Knit Concord and frame in Merle 6251; Steelcase FrameChêne Bench with table top in Planked Walnut 3P71 and legs in Matte Brass 4822; Blu Dot Bobber Pendant Lights in Oxblood; West Elm Louise Grey Little Go No. 2; Coalesse Davos Bench with side and seat in Designtex Pika Pinkberry and underside in Retrieve Lilac.

54

Orango® Away from the Desk 120 Degree Tri Seat with seat in Kvarad Divina 3-791, backrest in Camira Synfire Lds 5097 and screen in Camira Synfire Lds 5097; Orangebox Away from the Desk 120° Seat in Camira Synfire Lds 5097; Orangebox Away from the Desk Arm with Side Table with base in Kvarad Divina 3-791 and top in White Laminate; Orangebox Away from the Desk Table with base in Kvarad Divina 3-791 and top in White Laminate; Turnstone Altight Ottoman in Designtex Samba 2654-403 with wood leg in Maple Clear; Turnstone Altight Ottoman in Designtex Pixel 3826-801 with wood leg in Clear Maple; Steelcase Verlay Round Table with top in Desert Oak Rlt Cut 3602 Open Pole; slice edge, metal base, legs in Matte Milk Smooth Paint 4242, grommet and grommet lid in Milk Smooth Paint 4242; Steelcase Node Wave 6 Chairs with signature plastic shells in Beachcomber 6627, seats in Coget Conecta Beachcomber 6627 and wood legs in FCLS Clear Maple V1AM.

55

Coalesse Potto 415 Round Table with top in ACM Midnight Felted Pattern with ACB Blackpaint pattern, based in Polished Aluminum and accent ring in Black, shown with Turnstone Shortcuts® Wood Chairs in Designtex Butte Twed 3804-506 with shell in Linen L6986; desk in Lagoon 4C25, legs in Clear Maple V1AM (chair 1) and Designtex Butte Tweed 3804-506 with shell in Snow 68DB8; bracket in Milk 4242 and legs in Clear Maple V1AM (chair 2); Polysilk Motif™ shown in Wabasla Pattern 33, Lagoon Pattern 33, Platinum Solid 33, Honey Pattern 33, Seagull 33, and Pattern 33; Turnstone Butoy® in Designtex Draft 3703-901 and shell in Honey 68DB0; FLOS Nubula in Standard finish.

57

Turnstone Bivi Wave III with custom stained wood top, frame in Saarinen 4C27, infill in Saarinen 4C27, screen infills in Designtex Gamut 3698-303, coat in Steelcase 4227 and cherry top in Merle; Turnstone Shortcuts® Stools in Wolf Gordon Cork Nat 4222, base in Platinum Metallic and shell in Saarinen 68DB1; Turnstone Campfire Footstool with Croc accent; FLOS AIM Pendant in Multiple Rose 211 MM.

58

Turnstone Campfire Personal Table in DOL Society Houtboord 0098-00; Steelcase Thread Portable Power Distribution in Merle; Steelcase B Free Ottoman in Designtex Measure Poppy 3794-702; Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams® Keno in Designtex Mohair Plus Indigo 3076-486 with cording in Designtex Minga Tangle 3491-702 and legs in Black Stain; Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Major Chair in Turnstone Tiny Carrigonde Dark Charcoal 802 with base in Chrome; Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Cooper Chair with Return Swivel in Designtex Heather Lagoon 3473-403; Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Shimmer Ring in Sterling; Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Linear Hide Throw Pillow; Blu Dot Coco Table in Black on Acacia; FLOS F Floor Lamps in Black and Brushed Brass; Viccarbe Perae Chair in Garden Flame 6037.

59

Steelcase Regard® Bench (Special Black) with seat in Designtex Heather 4374-804 Onyx, back in Designtex Pewl on Black and frame in Merle; Steelcase Regard® Table with top in Ash Noze 2HAN and base in Merle 7260; Steelcase Regard® Personal Table with top in Fusion Steam CL64 and base in Milk Smooth 4242; Coalesse EMU Lyze Armchair with seat, frame and mesh in Antique Copper 87; Viccarbe Sasion Mini in Kvarad Feliz 752; Rushchilt Rug in Jamil.

64

Boli Pepe 2-Seater Sofa in Rita Curry with Anthracite Lacquered Steel base. Shown with Boli C3 Armchairs in Rita Forest
Green with White Oak legs; Bola Tik High and Low Coffee Tables with tops in Marble and legs in Oak; Bola Drum Coffee Table with top in White Marble and base in Black.

66
76
86
96
Coalesse Spiro™ Screen with inside in Brushed Stainless Steel 316-0671 and outside in Brushed Stainless Steel 316-0672. Shown with Steelcase B-Free Beam in Kvadrat Divina (128) and Red Zipper; Viccarbe Burin Table in White. Coalesse Inula Lounge with seat in Kvadrat Masai 0792 and 0122; Moooi Perch Linear Bench in Midnight Brown Matte; Steelcase B-Free Small Cubes (128) and Red Zipper; Viccarbe Ace Chair with frame in Oak, Inside Leather (121), Outside Leather (128) and Red Zipper; Viccarbe Buro Table in White.

97
Steelcase Amia Air Chairs with seat and back in Cogent Connect Pleacock and frame in Seagull 7243. Shown with Turnstone Bivi Desk with finish in Seaglace Accent Paint Cotton Candy 44/02 and laminate in Virginia Walnut; Steelcase Privacy Screen in Designglue Billard Hunter; Turnstone TS Series Mini Lockers in Seaglace Accent Paint Cotton Candy 44/02; FLOS IC Lights (51) with Brass finish.

98
Steelcase Amia Air with plastic back in Seagull 6053, vinyl seat in Blue Air CA-04-04 and frame in Seagull. Steelcase Ology Height-Adjustable Bench with worksurface in Planked Cherry 3P41 and frame in Arctic White Textured 7243. Shown with Steelcase Ology Flush Task Lights with USB in Mill; Steelcase Leap® Chairs with Chainmail Silver Dollar 5552 and bases in Kvadrat Divina 3-081; shown with Coalesse Montara650 Table with base in Black Matte 4710 and top in Black Matte; Steelcase Rectangular Coffee Table with base in Seagull 7243 and top in Black Matte; Coalesse Circa Lounge System with upholstery in Hero 601 and finish in Matte Oak Wood; Viccarbe Valet Armchair with upholstery in Hero 601 and finish in Matte Oak Wood; FLOS Tab Lamp in White.

54
Stainless Steel Chair in Designglue Linen Like Medium Grey and wood base in Black Oak VP03; West Elm Work Sloupe Chair in Fog.

95
Steelcase Brody™ Desk with Chairmail Silver Dollar 5552 surround; Steelcase Brody Workstation with surround in Billard Panel Curvus 4116-803 and footer in Steelcut Trio 3-0576; Steelcase Series 1 Chair in Divina Melange 2-0871 with back in 3D Micro Knot Mat 5712, outer back in Mat 5725, frame in Seagull 6053 and base in Seagull 6053.

64
Coalesse Lamingtons Lounge (special) with seat and back in Kvadrat Mody 2-154 and screen in Designglue Raffles Matba 3442-101. Shown with EMU Haven™ Pouf with top in Gabriel Wood 5104 and base in Platinum; Turnstone Basin Table (pre-production) with top in Carrara Marble and base in Night Bronze Lux Coating; Viccarbe Air Chair with frame in Oak, Inside Leather (121), Outside Leather (128) and Red Zipper; Viccarbe Buro Table in White.

182
Coalesse Lamingtons Lounge (special) with seat and back in Kvadrat Mody 2-154 and screen in Designglue Raffles Matba 3442-101. Shown with EMU Haven™ Pouf with top in Gabriel Wood 5104 and base in Platinum; Turnstone Basin Table (pre-production) with top in Carrara Marble and base in Night Bronze Lux Coating; Viccarbe Air Chair with frame in Oak, Inside Leather (121), Outside Leather (128) and Red Zipper; Viccarbe Buro Table in White.

183
## Index

### Setting Types

| Bench + Desk | 12, 13, 20, 21, 27, 29, 47, 53, 74, 75, 78, 86, 93, 96, 98, 99 |
| Café | 30, 40, 60, 84, 88, 90, 100 |
| Enclaves + Pods | 14, 15, 22, 24, 48, 72, 89 |
| Lounge | 8, 23, 28, 41, 42, 46, 50, 54, 55, 58, 64, 66, 67, 76, 87, 94 |
| Meeting Spaces | 9, 10, 16, 18, 32, 35, 36, 32, 56, 72, 73, 80 |
| Private Office | 37, 44, 82, 83, 92 |

### Brands

| Steelcase | All Pages |
| FLOS | 42, 56, 57, 58, 66, 87, 89, 96 |
| Coalesse | 8, 14, 23, 24, 28, 30, 32, 34, 35, 37, 40, 41, 46, 48, 52, 53, 56, 60, 62, 66, 67, 68, 73, 76, 80, 87, 88, 89, 94, 98, 100 |
| Microsoft | 9, 10, 18, 32 |
| Turnstone | 9, 14, 23, 24, 27, 30, 32, 41, 46, 50, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 61, 66, 67, 86, 94, 96 |
| Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams | 42, 58 |
| PolyVision | 32, 56 |
| Mooti | 8, 100 |
| Orangebox | 48, 54, 55 |
| SnapCab | 14, 15, 46 |
| Blu Dot | 18, 20, 24, 42, 44, 48, 50, 52, 53, 58, 68, 74, 75, 84, 88, 90 |
| Viccarbe | 9, 41, 42, 58, 60, 67, 82, 84, 87, 88, 94 |
| Bolia | 18, 44, 48, 64, 68, 98 |
| West Elm | 30, 44, 48, 53, 78, 92, 98, 99 |
| Carl Hansen & Son | 8, 23, 76, 88 |
| EMU | 9, 60, 67, 94 |
| Extremis | 90 |
Get in Touch

To find out more about new solutions for new ways of working, visit Steelcase.com.